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• The current financing landscape
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In presentation I will focus on the following issues.The Asia SceneThe sustainable infrastructure gapThe current financing environmentThe potential role of Institutional Investors.The critical role of MDBs and partners



The 
infrastructure 
gap
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Adequate and quality infrastructure is the backbone of sustained economic growth, poverty reduction, and economic integration. Investments in infrastructure are important because they provide the links that drive global value chains and production networks—from commodity extraction to processing to component manufacturing, assembly, marketing and distribution.  Infrastructure development can help address the urban-rural divide, raise standards of living and reduce poverty by connecting landlocked countries, isolated regions and poor communities with economic centers.  Infrastructure can also improve access to resources, services, and knowledge by the poor, spreading prosperity more evenly and reducing poverty. Infrastructure can also promote environmental sustainability and social inclusion if designed properly. In a report prepared in 2011 entitled Asia 2050, the Asian Development Bank estimated that by 2050, an additional 3 billion Asians could enjoy standards of living similar to those found in Australia, Europe and North America today, and the region could account for over half of global output. However, this promising outcome will only be realized if Asia sustains its present growth momentum.



Challenge:
The Asian Infrastructure Gap

2016 2030

Estimated 
Investment 

Needs $26 trillion 
(Climate-adjusted)

Power 
Transportation

Telecommunications
Water and sanitation

$14.7 trillion 
$8.4 trillion
$2.3 trillion  
$0.8 trillion

Central Asia
East Asia

South Asia
Southeast Asia

The Pacific

$0.5 trillion
$6 trillion
$6 trillion
$3 trillion
$0.04 trillion

$1.7 trillion
Current 

investment
per year

$ 881 billion 

Sector

Region

Investment 
needs per year
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In 2017, ADB released a report on Meeting Asia’s Infrastructure Needs, which cited the “2 degree” scenario to project the investments required for Asian countries to sustain their growth rates, eliminate poverty, and address the impacts of climate change through adaptation and mitigation. The total investment requirement for the region through 2016–2030 amounts to $26 trillion or $1.7 trillion annually.  Broken down into sectors, this means:Power $14.7 trillion Transportation US$8.4 trillion. Telecommunications US$2.3 trillion  Water and sanitation US$800 billion.Developing Asia currently invests an estimated US$ 881 billion in infrastructure or just above 50% of the estimated need. For the period 2016 – 2020 the unfunded infrastructure gap equals an average 2.4% of projected regional GDP. This increases to 5% of GDP for all countries other than China.  



Southeast Asia’s Infrastructure Needs
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Presentation Notes
The study concludes that infrastructure investments totaling $22.6 trillion would be required through 2030, or $1.5 trillion per year, equivalent to 5.1% of projected GDP.  In the case of Southeast Asia, $3.2 trillion is required, or $210 billion per year, totaling 5.7% of projected GDP.



ASEAN Infrastructure Needs and Business Opportunities 
are Large:

The Situation:

 60 million people in the region lack access to electricity
in 2012

 60 million lack access to safe drinking water in  2015
 174 million people lack access to improved sanitation 

facilities in 2015
 166 million people live in urban slums in 2014
 In Metro Manila, severe traffic congestion problems 

cost the economy an estimated $52 million per day in lost 
productivity.

The Challenge:
 How do we step up infrastructure investment to support 

sustainable and inclusive growth in the region?

6Source:  ADB Key Indicators 2016; United Nations SDG Database.
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Despite impressive economic growth and development trends across the region for decades, ASEAN still faces a serious infrastructure deficit. Hundreds of millions of people still do not have access to the basic public infrastructure necessary to support dignified and productive lives. A major reason for the large and growing infrastructure gap in the region is the low investment rate. For most Asian economies, public and private infrastructure investment ranges from a high of about 8% of GDP to as little as around 1% of GDP per year. For ASEAN, infrastructure investment is about 2-3% of GDP—well below the 5.7% required to meet its investment needs.ASEAN countries lag ways behind OECD countries on infrastructure required for better connectivity. ASEAN countries have barely 10 kilometers of roads per 1,000 people, compared to more than 200 kilometers per 1,000 people in OECD countries.  Similarly, the electrification rate in ASEAN is 72% compared to 99.8% in OECD countries. Mkt opps:  The demand for energy in ASEAN countries is rapidly increasing, and there are tremendous opportunities for Canadian investors not only to develop traditional energy resources such as power grids and gas pipelines, but to explore non-traditional and renewable sources of energy. The ASEAN Power Grid is an important Network, and a Trans-ASEAN Gas Pipeline is planned—both projects provide private sector opportunities in investment, financing and technology transfer. Transport infrastructure will be in great demand throughout ASEAN in the coming years, and Canadian firms are well placed to take advantage of this opportunity, too. Furthermore, with an increasing share of ASEAN’s population living in cities, urban development will also be a growth area with the massive need to build new water supply, waste management, and mass transit/urban transport systems, areas where Canadian companies are quite competitive (and agriculture, management of natural resources and the environment, and disaster management/preparedness, etc).The challenge, of course, is how to step up infrastructure investment to support sustainable and inclusive growth in the region. 
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Infrastructure Investment Varies Across Countries
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Infrastructure investment varies considerably across countries.  Overall, the public sector provides over 90% of the region’s infrastructure investment, or about 5% of GDP annually, far above the 0.4% of GDP coming from the private sector, but much less than what’s required. If we compare historical patterns, the picture is mixed. Some countries (Viet Nam) have exceeded what it would take to meet the investment requirements, while others (the Philippines) have quite a bit of catching up to do. Except for Viet Nam, however, none of ADB’s developing member countries in Southeast Asia have come close to what they need to invest. For example, Indonesia is spending about 3% of GDP, while it should be spending 2-3x as much. The same applies for the Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia.  A similar trend is seen when it comes to private participation in infrastructure provision. Considering the annual investment requirements of about $210 billion in ASEAN countries, the fact that 10% or so comes from the private sector poses a huge fiscal burden for the public sector.  This situation cannot continue for long.  



The Asian Infrastructure Gap
Estimated Funding Sources

Public 
investment

Investment needs per year*

Private 
investment

Current CurrentFuture Future

$133bn $63bn $121bn $187bn 

Private funding will need to be 

300% of current levels

$504bn

*excluding People’s Republic of China, in 2015 prices
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To meet this challenge there is a need to substantially increase the sources of public and private sector fundingHowever we assume that the public sector will continue to invest roughly the same share of GDP as currently, at about 25% of overall needsThis means that private funding will need to grow to about 300% of current levels.However for this funding need to be achievable, it is essential that infrastructure projects capable of mobilizing private sector finance are delivered by governments. 



Private Sector Engagement in Asian Infrastructure:
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Private sector investment and project number 2012 – 2016
private sector 
investment is 
declining?

WHY

1. Inequitable deal 
structures by 
governments.

2. Lack of a supportive 
legal and regulatory 
framework.

3. The lack of consistency 
and prioritization of 
private sector projects.

4. The uncertainty and 
lack of transparency 
associated with bid 
processes.
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Unfortunately the trend is headed in the opposite direction. With the exception of energy projects participation of the private sector in infrastructure and PPPs is limited. Why is this?Poor quality inequitable deal structures by governments.Lack of a supportive legal and regulatory framework.The lack of consistency and prioritization of private sector projects.Uncertainty and lack of transparency of bid processes.These may all constrain decisions to pursue a project.  And we all have a role in addressing them.  
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To remedy this situation, ADB believes first, Governments need to step up their game, to fast-track infrastructure delivery and clear bottlenecks to create a pipeline of transparent, well-structured projects that allow for private investors and market mechanisms. Second, it’s necessary to address a range of policy, institutional and regulatory impediments to create a robust and predictable regulatory environment that assures investors that their schemes will not be cancelled or stalled half-way through construction, and will not be renegotiated when a new administration assumes office.Third, infrastructure investment needs long-term financing given the large initial investments and long amortization schedules.  To attract debt capital, which is essential for large-scale infrastructure financing, projects must be structured more effectively, and public sector support must address the high degree of perceived risk on long-tenor infrastructure financing. Local currency bond markets are also key to providing stable, long-term funding for infrastructure investment. In addition, Governments need to resolve governance problems; to establish transparent procurement procedures; and to put in place clearly-designed guarantees to entice investors to step up their investments. In fact, the real issue when it comes to closing gaps to improve infrastructure connectivity in Asia may is not “how much money is on the table?”  Rather, it’s the need for countries to improve their governance regimes. The rule of law, independent regulators and judiciaries, predictability, clean politics and political stability are all essential elements in the race for private capital. Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan are cases in point. Were the elements I just mentioned in place, funds might be expected to rush in of their own accord, without the need for external anchors like ADB.Fourth, although ADB and other international financial institutions, or IFIs, will do what we can to close the financing gap. ADB’s combined operations in 2016 including cofinancing totaled $31.5 billion, or about 2% of Asia’s infrastructure needs. That said, ADB and our development partners can do more to leverage our credit-worthiness to mobilize Asian capital for Asian growth. Issuance of local currency infrastructure bonds guaranteed by multilateral agencies for infrastructure projects, for example, would achieve several goals simultaneously. It would raise the money needed to build roads, bridges and power stations; it would create deeper, more liquid bond markets that private enterprises could use to raise capital for investment in new growth opportunities created by improved infrastructure; it would eliminate the potential danger of currency and maturity mismatches; and it would provide a pool of secure long-term investments for Asia's ageing population. 



The current financing 
landscape



The Financing Landscape Has Changed

Project 
finance

International 
commercial 
banks

Traditional 
source

Global Financial Crisis

Increased capital costs and 
regulatory oversight

Significant reduction of 
active institutions

Retreat to “core” 
markets and 
customer base

Limited replacement by 
regional lenders

Developing economies particularly affected
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The traditional source of finance for infrastructure projects has been the international commercial banks. Greater regulatory oversight together and significantly higher capital and funding costs imposed following the Global Financial Crisis has caused a substantial retreat from non-core markets. The impact of the withdrawal of many long term lenders has been lessened by the regional banks. However the overall depth of liquidity and importantly expertise has not been fully replenished.As such alternative and non-bank forms of finance, particularly originating from the private sector, must be identified and developed.



The potential for 
institutional investors



Institutional Investors

Investment Companies

$29 trillion

Source: McKinsey Global Institute`

Insurance Companies 
and Private Pensions

$26 trillion

Public Pensions and 
Superannuation Plans

$11 trillion

Sovereign Wealth Funds

$6 trillion
Infrastructure and 
Private Equity Funds

$3 trillion

Endowments and 
Foundations

$1 trillion

invested in 
infrastructure

1% 
$7.8 trillion 

under management 

Pension 
Funds
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Institutional investors world wide hold an estimated $80 trillion in assets. But an OECD survey found on average they invest only 1% in infrastructure.In the long term, the inflation resistant and non-cyclical characteristics of infrastructure cashflows are an ideal “asset class”  However so far this source of funding has yet to be fully tapped. Why is this?Infrastructure projects involve complex financing structures and, while long term, can be relatively illiquid. Institutional investors prefer mature assets rather than accept construction or start up risks. They may also be reluctant to invest in developing economies where a currency mismatch exists.But these investors only need to increase their allocations to infrastructure from 1% to 3% to close the gap.So how can we help?



The role of MDBs and 
partner organizations 



Role of MDBs and partner organizations

Assist

• Legal and regulatory 
frameworks

• Project identification and 
due diligence

• Development of local 
currency capital markets

Finance Pioneer
• Alternative financing 

techniques
• For example green 

bonds and credit 
enhancement

• Creating the right 
ecosystem, such as 
sustainability metrics 
and rating systems

Convene

• Individual projects 
or portfolio 
development

• Credit 
enhancement

• Help to crowd in 
global funds

• Bring the private and 
public sectors 
together.

• Crowd in other 
partners to support
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The role of MDBs spans the entire cycle of infrastructure development. MDBs can proactively catalyze and crowd in the private sector by:Assisting governments to improve regulatory frameworks and prepare good projects, including ESG due diligenceFinancing projects and portfolios, enhancing credit through guarantees and insurance; and developing local currency capital marketsAlso help to crowd in global fundsPioneering alternative financing techniques such as green bonds and credit insurance.Creating the right ecosystem, such as sustainability metrics and rating systemsConvening private, public, sectors with international partners



Key financing 
modalities



Key Financing Modalities

Green Bonds Blended Finance Catalyzing 
Green 

Finance

Credit Guarantees
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A few of our more innovative financing tools are Green Bonds, Blended Finance, Catalyzing Green Finance and Credit Enhancement. Compared to standard debt and equity, they can be transformative and unlock new sources of private financeThey can also crowd in longer tenor commitments, which plays particularly well to the interests of institutional investors.



Green Bonds

2017
$31.5 billion

U.S. 
$10.6bn (34%)

Sweden. 
$2.2bn (7%)

Denmark. 
$2.0bn (6%)

France. 
$1.1bn (3%)

Others
Developed
$7.8bn (25%)

Mexico 
$4.0bn (13%)

India
$2.0bn (6%)

Others
Emerging
$0.6bn (2%)

PRC, Hong 
Kong, China
$1.2bn (4%)

2007 Initial issue

Amounting to 
$155.5 billion 2017

2020
Expected to issue
amounting to 
$1 trillion
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Climate bonds and Green Bonds are relatively new financing instruments with the initial issue in US$ taking place in 2007Green bonds amounting to US$155.5 billion were issued in 2017. By 2020 the expectation is that issues amounting to US$1 trillion will take place.Green bonds are defined by the criteria established under the Green Bond Principles.the use of proceeds and the environmental benefits.investment decision making processes to determine eligibilityTransparent and traceable structures that demonstrate funds are used for the intended green purposes.Reporting to document environmental benefitsConditions are more onerous and costly to issuers than plain vanilla bonds. But growing investor demand for environmentally sustainable financing instruments is clear.ADB pioneered the use of local currency denominated project green bonds in Asia with the US$225million equivalent bond issue in 2016.Last year ADB issued just over $400 million in green bonds and we expect to continue at about $500 million per yearHere again MDBs and partners can be supportive. 



Blended Finance

• Combining concessional finance alongside 
DFI’s normal financing activities and/or 
commercial finance.

• Blended finance targets the provision of 
important benefits to society beyond those 
which are captured by the private sector.

• Blended Finance can confer “bankability”.
ADB

Donor
Contributor

+
Blended
Finance
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Blended concessional finance for private sector projects is a significant tool for MDBs. Encourage and promote private sector participation but not replace private sector participation. Used where commercial finance alone is insufficient to achieve project viability.  The “bridge to bankability”.Justified to support important externalities, regional public goods, etcUsed in a variety of ways, senior debt, mezzanine debt, equity and grants amongst others.  Flexibility is important to maximize its application.MDBs are actively seeking to develop strengthen the principles by which blended finance is provided to provide further clarity. 



Catalyzing Green Finance

Innovative
financing

Resource 
leveraging

Knowledge 
collaboration 

Green Finance 
Catalyzing Facility 
(GFCF)
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A very recent initiative developed by ADB is the Green Finance Catalyzing Facility concept  (GFCF).Intended to help Governments leverage their resources to catalyze private finance for green projects.A flexible facility which can transition green projects across the “bankability gap” and engage private sector investment and expertise.Uses sovereign (or sovereign supported) funds to mitigate identified risks e.g. project revenue uncertainty for agreed periods for selected sustainable green projects. The first GFCF project financing is currently being prepared by ADB in the PRC.



Credit Guarantees

Project borrower

Loan

Commercial bankPolitical Risk 
Guarantee

ADB

Tariff/availability 
paymentHost government Government Agency/

State owned enterpriseSupport
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Credit guarantees can support a variety of financing instruments and provide multiple benefits.They can crowd in private sector investment by providing both political and commercial risk cover to mitigate risks that they are typically unwilling to bear.However while certain risks may be eliminated by the guarantee, residual risks are undertaken and as such expose private sector finance to the underlying transaction. This is an important developmental step to the acceptance of greater risks and the introduction of full private sector funding.Credit guarantees can also establish investment grade ratings for debt issues thereby introducing a far greater universe of investors and increasing liquidity.ADB is demonstrating an ability to crowd in private finance via a third party re-insurance product. US$740 million of re-insurance was placed in 2017. A transition of this product into a fully funded co-financing product is a natural extension of this product and is currently being explored.ACLIFF is another example of using grants to catalyze credit enhancements



PPPs IN ASEAN AND 
ADB’S ROLE
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A Public-Private Partnership, or PPP, is a long-term contract between a private party and a government entity, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk and management responsibility, and remuneration is linked to performance. The past few decades have seen a clear trend towards governments in ASEAN and elsewhere making greater use of various PPP arrangements.��In 2011, the ASEAN economies, together with ADB, established an ASEAN Infrastructure Fund with just under $500 million in equity capital, as a first step to mobilize the region's resources for its infrastructure development needs.  In 2014, ADB established an Office of Public Private Partnerships (OPPP), a dedicated office that provides transaction advisory services for PPP projects. ADB will refocus and strengthen its knowledge work to support project pipeline development in these areas.  In 2015, we established an Asia-Pacific Project Preparatory Facility, or AP3F, with generous support from Global Affairs Canada, to assist our developing member countries in Asia and the Pacific prepare, structure, and place public-private partnership (PPP) projects in the market. ADB is also helping to unleash the potential of PPPs through its support for preparing studies, technical assistance, building capacity.  Currently, we’re working with India, Indonesia, Philippines, and Viet Nam on creating PPP laws and establishing PPP centers. The rise of new development finance institutions like the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, which has cofinanced three projects with ADB to date with more on the horizon, and the New Development Bank are also challenging the status quo and offer billions in new financing opportunities for PPPs for infrastructure development. Many more such steps are required if the region is to sustain its momentum for growth and development.



ADB’s Public-Private Partnership Operational Plan 2012-2020

In Asia and the Pacific, ADB 
provides an integrated and 
holistic approach to PPPs

• Regional departments’ 
support for PPP framework 
and institutions

• Provision of transaction 
advisory services, and

• Sovereign and 
nonsovereign financing of 
projects

What is New with ADB Office of PPP
Public-Private Partnership Monitor
A new ADB survey designed to monitor progress of PPP 
business environment in selected developing member 
countries with respect to legal and institutional 
framework. 

Infrastructure Referee Program
Supports provision of an independent third party 
opinion to help public and private parties resolve 
disagreements that may arrive over the life of a PPP 
project
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During the 50th Annual Meeting of ADB's Board of Governors in Yokohama, Japan, a few weeks ago, two new initiatives were announced to improve and monitor the business environment for PPPs in Asia-Pacific.The first initiative is the Infrastructure Referee Program (IRP), the first of its kind in the PPP market. Under the program, ADB will provide independent third party advice through qualified consultants to help public and private parties resolve disagreements that may arise over the life of a PPP project.The second initiative, the PPP Monitor, is a new ADB publication that tracks the development of the PPP business environment across ADB member countries and provides insights for the public sector on structuring a sound environment for PPPs.



PPPs in the Philippines
 In the Philippines, the Government has 

established a robust PPP program with 55 PPP 
projects – (awarded and under implementation) 
– covering highways, airports, light rail, mass 
transit, railways, classrooms, a prison facility, 
tourism, transport terminals, natural gas pipeline 
and ports. 
 Fifteen projects with total project costs of $6.2 

billion have been awarded since 2011. 
Many of these projects promote better 

connectivity with ASEAN such as the Cebu-
Mactan International airport upgrade. 

25
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In ASEAN, the Philippines has been quite active on the PPP front:The Government has established a robust PPP program with 55 PPP projects – (awarded and under implementation) – covering highways, airports, light rail, mass transit, railways, classrooms, a prison facility, tourism, transport terminals, natural gas pipeline and ports. Fifteen projects totaling $6.2 billion have been awarded since 2011. Many of these projects promote better connectivity with ASEAN such as the Cebu-Mactan International airport upgrade – a model PPP project. 



ADB’s PPP Support for Cebu City, Philippines

• Through the Asia-Pacific Project Preparation Facility (AP3F) provides technical assistance 
to help improve and modernize solid waste management in Cebu City under PPP 
modality.

• Funds a pre-feasibility study which helps city authorities prepare strong project concept, 
with the private sector expected to design, build, finance, operate and maintain 
infrastructure delivery and quality of life for residents.

• AP3F was announced in May 2015 with approximately $73 million in initial funding 
including $40 million from the government of Japan, CA$20 million from Canada, and 
AI$10 million from Australia with ADB’s $10 million contribution. 

ADB President Takehiko Nakao acknowledged support from City of Yokohama Mayor Fumiko Hayashi for a 
project improving solid waste management
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ADB project specificThrough the AP3F, technical assistance is being provided to help improve and modernize solid waste management in Cebu City under the PPP modality.  Funds support the preparation of a pre-feasibility study to help municipal authorities develop a strong public-private concept, with the private sector expected to design, build, finance, operate and maintain infrastructure delivery and quality of life for city residents.



Conclusions



Conclusions
• The sustainable infrastructure gap requires mobilization of new 

funding sources.
• The private sector is an increasingly important source.
• Unlocking institutional investment is a high priority.
• There is a growing variety of other financing modalities that can 

complement traditional funding.
• MDBs and partners can help governments create the right 

environment and bring the right projects.
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To conclude, I would like to offer the following observations:The Asian Infrastructure Gap is of a size that will require the mobilization of all available funding sources.While the public sector will continue to bear the primary burden of funding infrastructure, the private sector has an increasingly important role to play.In order to maximize the mobilization of private sector financing, governments must be capable of producing an improved and standardized project pipeline supported by a strong and effective regulatory and legal framework.Governments should also look to monetize existing assets and thereby recycle public finance via privatization programs.In developing project pipelines, governments must recognize and prioritize the Sustainable Development Goals within their procurement regimes.



Conclusions cont.

• Multilateral Development Banks Can Be Critical Factor In 
Addressing The Financing Of The Global Infrastructure Gap.

• The Key Issue Remains. Host Governments Should Create The 
Environment For Viable, Scalable Infrastructure Projects Which 
Will Attract Widespread Private Sector Investment And Foster 
Financial Innovation.
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A major objective must be to unlock access to funds under management by pension funds and other institutional investors. Of the financing options discussed today institutional investor funding is the least developed but could provide the most abundant source of additional capital.I am very happy to say that in all respects I see a central role for the MDBs to assist in the process of addressing the Global Infrastructure Gap across all the major financing modalities..However, it is for host governments to address the need for a stable and transparent environment for the development of viable, equitable and scalable  infrastructure project development.Only by this means will we maximize the availability of funding support to meet the challenges of the Asian (or global) Infrastructure Gap.
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Thank you.
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